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The World Airline Customer Relations Association (WACRA) and SOCAP International partnered to provide an industry
benchmark for Customer Relations Departments in the airline industry. The Customer Relations Departments of eleven
airlines, representing a wide range of airlines across the globe, participated in the benchmarking study using SOCAP’s
Customer Engagement Framework as the benchmarking tool.
This paper provides a summary of the SOCAP Customer Engagement Framework and selected findings from the airline
benchmarking study, along with benchmarking comparisons outside the airline industry.

Customer Engagement Framework
The SOCAP Customer Engagement (CE) Framework was designed to provide SOCAP members the ability to assess their
current customer engagement function and point the way for future enhancements. It also allows our SOCAP
community the ability to dig deep into their present day-to-day processes and methodologies, understand where they
are, benchmark against best practices and forecast future improvements.
Additional benefits of the CE Framework include:





Strategic planning direction
Guidance relating to the organization’s continuous improvement journey
Strengths and areas of opportunity to help customer care organizations develop and optimize their function
Assistance identifying where the customer care department fits relative to others (benchmarking), including a
roadmap for improvement
 A common language for customer care and engagement within the SOCAP community
The CE Framework assesses the four categories of Strategy, People, Process and Technology, and assigns four different
levels at progressively higher maturity: Transactional, Standardized, Optimized and Strategic Asset. The Framework
associates various characteristics that are typical for each category and phase of maturity. It focuses on the belief that
the maturity of the customer engagement function is an evolutionary process, provides a current-standing snapshot and
outlines actions that can be taken to help the organization further move up the continuum.
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Description of CE Framework Categories and Subcategories

Strategy
•Mission/Vision/Culture
The key mission of the
Customer Care and
Engagement and the
customer centricity of the
organizational culture

•Organization
Position and influence of
the Customer Care and
Engagement function
within the organization

•Strategic Planning
Both the long term plans
and how annual plans are
communicated and drive
the long term plans

•Accessibility
The degree of channel
accessibility of the
Customer Care and
Engagement Function

People
•Hiring, Career Pathing
and Retention
How the function recruits
and retains the best
people

•Training
How the function trains
new hires, ongoing
training and training and
development of
supervisors and
managers

•Performance Coaching,
Management and
Compensation
How the function
measures the
performance of
individuals and
appropriately coaches
and rewards individual
performance

Process
•Engagement
How the function receives
and responds to customer
inquiries, complaints and
comments

•Measurements
How the function sets
targets and measures
performance

•Insights
How the function reports
on the Voice of the
Customer and interacts
with the brand to drive
improvement and
innovation

•Partner Relations
(internal and external
partners/vendors)
How the function
manages both internal
and external partners

•Operations and Staffing
Management

•Crisis Management i.e.,
weather, issues, media

Right number of people
are in the right spot at
the right time to execute
effective engagement

How the function ensures
the ability to deal with
both natural disasters
and media crisis

Technology Overall
•Telephone Engagement
ACD, queuing, IVR and
other phone related
technology

•Non Telephone
Engagement
Digital, online and mobile
technologies

•CRM/Contact and Data
Tracking
Technology used to log
and track contacts and
generate VOC reporting

•Knowledge
Management
Technologies that
support the information
needed by front line
agents for engagement
and response

Airline Industry - Overall
Overall, most of the airlines who participated in the initial benchmarking fell into the Standardized or Optimized levels of
maturity, as depicted below.

These airlines represented a wide range of sizes with 25% having an annual operating budget of less than $500,000, 36%
with budgets between $1 - $5 million, and 36% with budgets over $5 million.
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Strategy
Overall, the participating airlines averaged at the Optimized level for Strategy, with 18% as Transactional, 27% as
Standardized, 55% as Optimized, and 0% as Strategic Asset.
Strategy - Mission/Vision/Culture

Highly mature Customer Relations functions are viewed as a strategic asset, or even a competitive advantage, for the
organization. They tend to be a central point to provide the “voice of the customer” to senior management, integrating
many different channels of customer feedback.
Nearly all participating airlines perform the basic customer relations functions of responding and reporting on consumer
questions and problems and have a Customer Retention/”Save” function. The Retention/Save function is noted to be
much higher than in non-airline industries, where only about 50% see this as an important role. Very few are actively
involved in Content Management (for self-service), take a corporate leadership role to Coordinate all VOC Activity, or
Report on Social Media Contacts – all functions that tend to be associated with higher levels of maturity for
Mission/Vision.
A surprising element in the data pertains to Social Media Response which is currently at 27%. This data point is much
lower than non-airline participants who indicated 64% of their Customer Relations departments respond to social media
inquiries.
Primary Department Function (Mission/Vision)
Report consumer questions and issues
Respond to product/service questions and problems
Customer retention/”save” function
Coordinate responses involving Risk or Legal
Respond to pre-purchase questions
Respond to technical support questions and problems
Content Management
Social media response
Social media monitoring
Coordinate and report all “VOC” activity for company
Clearinghouse for contacts/triage for contacts
Social media reporting and analytics
Generate sales

91%
91%
82%
82%
55%
46%
27%
27%
27%
18%
18%
9%
9%
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Strategy - Organization

Highly mature Customer Relations functions have a higher level formal position in the organization with increased
visibility.
The participating airlines report they have a high level of visibility in the organization. This is in comparison to non-airline
organizations who indicated only 14% as highly visible.

Strategy - Strategic Planning

Customer Relations functions tend to be higher up the maturity curve when they have highly visible and widely shared
strategic planning that drive annual business planning and demonstrates sustained improvements from year to year.
More than one-third of participating airlines reported robust strategic planning and communications plans.
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Strategy - Accessibility

One characteristic of organizations that are higher up the Customer Engagement maturity curve is a high level of
channel (e.g., phone, email, chat, mobile) and operating hour accessibility to make it easy for customers to contact
Customer Relations.
Nearly all Customer Relations departments with the participating airlines are accessible via email, phone and postal mail,
with half handling Social Media contacts and none handling Chat or Mobile contacts. About half are available only
during business hours, while half have more extended hours. Interesting to note, 83% of all participants responded with
plans to include Chat in their channel activity within the next 12 months.

People
Overall, the participating airlines averaged at the Standardized level for the People category, with 27% as Transactional,
55% as Standardized, 18% as Optimized, and 0% as Strategic Asset.
People - Hiring, Career Pathing and Retention

Organizations higher up the maturity curve in the People
category have well-defined success profiles and recruiting
strategy. They are more likely to use validated testing, regular
measurement of employee satisfaction and have very
intentional career development planning.
All of the participating airlines use In-Person Interviews and
Writing Tests, but relatively few use Phone Screens, Formalized
Testing or Mentoring Programs and no one reported utilizing a
Realistic Job Preview Approach.
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Most airlines have career pathing within the department, with fewer expanding career development across the
organization.

People - Training

Several characteristics of organizations higher in People Maturity are planned, frequent ongoing training (including soft
skills), validating learning through demonstration/testing, and the creation of individual learning plans.
Nearly all participating airlines provide Technical and Product/Service Training, but fewer provide formal training on soft
skills and even less when it comes to providing frustration reduction training.

Most airlines provide ongoing training “As Needed”, which can often mean that “important, but not urgent” training
never gets done. However, almost one-third DO conduct planned customer service training on a quarterly basis.
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About half of airlines do not Validate Learning. Of those that do, most are validating via monitoring, with some testing.
None of the participating airlines offer Certification. As an aside, organizations who implement ongoing certification
programs as a follow up to training, keep key learnings and messages top of mind. And with ongoing reference and
measures in place to track understanding and demonstration, those key learnings will, over time, become part of an
employee’s DNA.

People - Performance Coaching, Management and Compensation

Customer Relations departments that are higher up the maturity curve have an integrated and balanced approach to
measuring front line rep performance, with compensation driven by both efficiency and effectiveness metrics. Higher
maturity organizations require supervisors to spend at least half their time monitoring/coaching, and include coaching
that is based on set behavioral standards.
Most participating airlines measure front-line rep performance through a combination of contact quality (based on
contact monitoring), handle time and, to a lesser degree, First Contact Resolution.
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Three-fourths have some type of call/contact quality monitoring program. About half have a defined written process for
monitoring emails, phone calls and conduct periodic calibration sessions – important elements of a successful program.
An even higher level of maturity is associated with weekly calibration session.
Contact Quality Monitoring Program Characteristics
55%

Defined written process/form for monitoring of emails
Conduct periodic (less than weekly) calibration

45%

Supervisors do contact monitoring and coaching

45%
45%

Defined written process/form for call monitoring and…
Dedicated quality monitoring team

36%

Supervisors trained on successful monitoring/coaching skills

36%
27%

Ad-hoc monitoring and coaching

9%

Defined written process/form for monitoring other channels
Conduct weekly calibration sessions
No call/contact quality monitoring

0%
27%

People - Operations and Staffing Management

Higher maturity in Operations and Staffing Management is marked by a well-defined process for forecasting, staffing
and scheduling, having defined contingency plans and proactive alerts regarding staffing issues.
Most, (90%) of the participating airlines Customer Relations departments, do not use workforce management tools.
Staffing is driven by historical data and set hours of operation, so little need for complex scheduling.

Process
Overall, the participating airlines averaged at the Optimized level for the Process category, with 18% as Transactional,
27% as Standardized, 46% as Optimized, and 9% as Strategic Asset.
Engagement Process

Customer Relations departments who are higher on the maturity curve for Engagement Process have processes that are
well documented and continually evaluated and improved based on customer input. Processes ensure consistent
response across channels. And, compliance requirements are reinforced through ongoing performance management.
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More than half of the participating airlines are siloed in their approach to handling multiple contact channels, with only
27% reporting at least some integration across multiple channels. Non-airline respondents report a higher level of
integration of response processes, with 57% having either some integration or a true omnichannel situation.

Process - Measurements

Departments with high Process maturity balance efficiency and effectiveness metrics, based on both internal
measurement and customer feedback, to measure effectiveness of
department and processes. They exhibit a high level of first contact
resolution (FCR), based on customer perception and they measure
department effectiveness with internal stakeholders.
Participating airlines primarily measure department effectiveness based on
timeliness (100%) and volume (89%), with about two-thirds including
measures of quality and about half including measures related to customer
satisfaction and first contact resolution.
Most (91%) have internal departments (outside of CR) they rely on to support customer response; however, most (90%)
do not measure the effectiveness of the response provided by other departments.
Most do not correlate quality monitoring scores with customer satisfaction results, which can be an important way to
calibrate and integrate the two measures.

Process - Insights Process

Customer Relations departments who are higher on the maturity curve tend to have stakeholder tailored internal
reporting and regular meetings with stakeholders, Voice of Customer (VOC) data integrated with operational data,
demonstrate economic impact of improvement opportunities and lead ongoing action planning to drive continual
improvement.
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About one third of participating airlines do not provide any VOC reporting. On the other hand, about half provide
detailed, tailored reporting. About one third integrate customer data with operational data and report being an integral
part of corporate decision-making. None of the participating airlines reported regular measurement of the effectiveness
of VOC reporting.

Process - Partner Relations

High maturity departments have collaborative partnerships with internal and external partners, including measurement
of Service Level Agreements (SLA) and scorecards of performance, and conduct quarterly performance reviews.
Most of the participating airlines use SLA’s about half use performance scorecards and quarterly or semi-annual
performance reviews.
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Process - Crisis Management

A higher level of Process maturity is characterized by a documented crisis management program, including testing, drills
and updates and ongoing crisis communication plan audits.
Majority of participating airlines do NOT have a crisis management/disaster preparedness program. On the other hand,
the one third who DO have a plan report that their plan covers short term and long term needs and that they conduct
regular drills and updating of plan.

Technology
Overall, the participating airlines averaged at the Optimized level for the Process category, with 27% as Transactional,
27% as Standardized, 27% as Optimized, and 18% as Strategic Asset.
Technology - Telephone Engagement

Customer Relations departments who are higher on the maturity curve for Telephone Engagement Technology have
advanced technology to increase personalization and proactivity, advanced routing to increase efficiency, and
integration across touchpoints.
About one third of participating airlines have a basic ACD, while about half have other features, e.g., estimated wait
times. About half use Work Force Management Tools. Very few use IVRs or Speech Recognition. Only 27% of Airline
Customer Relations departments use CTI (i.e., screen-pops based on customer information in the data base). Using CTI
provides an opportunity for more personalization of response.
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Technology - Non Telephone Engagement

Higher maturity in non-telephone engagement technology is associated with use of interactive and personalized selfserve FAQs, use of chat/video chat technology, social media scanning and reporting technology and use of mobile or app
technology.
The participating airlines report very limited input into self-service tools (FAQs) and very limited use of social media tools
or mobile technology.

Technology - CRM/Contact and Data Tracking

Customer Relations departments higher in maturity are more likely to have an integrated CRM with the ability to
segment customers, proactive alerts based on customer issues, advanced BI/Analytical tools and advanced text analytics.
Only 45% of WACRA participants have a CRM/Contact Tracking tool as compared to 78% for non-airline participants. Of
the 45%, less than half of those organizations utilize proactive alerts, are linked to other databases or integrate across
other customer engagement channels. None of the participating airlines use automated alerts related to data trends.
Automated alerts is a good way for organizations to quickly spot potential problem areas within the system (e.g., specific
airports or types of service).
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Technology - Knowledge Management

Higher levels of maturity are associated with dedicated resources for updating and managing knowledge management
(KM) content, content pushed based on level, segment, etc., usage of KM tracked and tied to performance expectations
and content merged with LMS for integrated approach.
Majority of participating airlines have basic KM repository and search functionality. Few have more advanced
integration and features.
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Summary
The Airline Industry Customer Relations Function landed generally in the Standardized or Optimized level of Customer
Engagement Maturity.
Generally, the Airline Customer Relations Function has a fairly high level of visibility in the organization, well-defined
processes for traditional customer response, and robust new hire training.
The areas of greatest opportunity relate to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hiring – more testing and screening for customer service soft skills
Training – more planned and validated ongoing training, especially in customer service soft skills
Measuring first contact resolution
Increasing accessibility, especially through social media and chat
Insights reporting – more integrated with other corporate data and calculating economic impact of
opportunities
Use of auto alerts in data analysis to identify and pinpoint customer issues more quickly
Use of CTI technology to increase efficiency and personalization of response

SOCAP International
www.socap.org
Founded in 1973, SOCAP International represents a thriving global profession of best-in-class customer care experts across all
industries. SOCAP is a member-driven organization committed to promoting customer care and customer engagement as a
competitive advantage in business. The Association’s members include vice presidents, directors, managers and supervisors of
customer care and consumer affairs from top Fortune/Forbes 1000 companies as well as hundreds of business partner organizations.
SOCAP provides the educational tools and professional resources to help its members to drive business transformation within their
companies. Additionally, SOCAP’s exclusive network gives members access to thousands of customer care experts across the globe.
Visit www.socap.org for more information on SOCAP International. If you are interested in completing the Customer Engagement
Framework for your Customer Relations Department, please contact socap@socap.org.

CX Solutions
www.cxsolutions.com
CX Solutions (formerly TARP Worldwide) is a unique evidence-based customer experience improvement firm. For more than 40
years, we have been doing one thing – improving the customer experience. We have a track record of developing and designing
programs that improve satisfaction scores. Our approach goes beyond just identifying improvement opportunities. We use research,
technology and consulting to examine the customer journey and reveal new opportunities that deepen emotional connections,
increase customer satisfaction and maximize ROI. CX Solutions partnered with SOCAP to develop the SOCAP Customer Engagement
Framework and provides members with additional Consultative Assessments and assistance with Strategic Planning. For more
information on CX Solutions visit www.cxsolutions.com or call 703-524-1456.

